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When the
bald eagles

cried in
Arizona,

Wade Eakle
listened.

For three years, UA graduate stu-
dent Wade Eakle took his micro-

phone and recorder to eagle nesting
sites along the Salt and Verde rivers. He
was hoping to find an easier, safer way
to tell individual eagles apart by their
voice prints.

Bald eagles are an endangered,
protected species in Arizona. Only 21
breeding pairs are known to exist, says
Dr. William Mannan, UA wildlife biolo-
gist. He directed Eakle's research
project.

The U.S. Forest Service has been
keeping track of the bald eagles for
years, trying to find out how long the
eagles live - what kinds of habitat they
prefer - if the young return to the
same sites to nest - if pairs mate for
life.

In any kind of research on animals
that move around, scientists learn by
being able to recognize individuals,
Mannan notes. Some eagles may be
distinctive enough for biologists to rec-
ognize, but usually they have to capture
the young eaglets and mark them with
leg bands.

It's an expensive, time -consuming
and sometimes dangerous process -
dangerous for the birds. Occasionally
the eaglets can be injured or even
killed; sometimes the process of ban-
ding can alter behavior patterns,
making the research useless.

By Lorraine B. Kingdon
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When the
bald eagles
cried in
Arizona,
Wade Eakle
listened.

Obviously, biologists would prefer
to avoid taking such risks, especially
when they are working with the few
bald eagles remaining in Arizona.

Taking voice prints, or sonagrams,
has been a successful way to tell indi-
vidual perching songbirds apart, Man -
nan says. So he and Eakle decided to
try the same method with bald eagles.

The equipment Eakle needed in
the field was simple, though sophisti-
cated: a directional microphone and a
sensitive sound recorder. "Plus one
million permits," Mannan points out.

Bald eagles are as precious a na-

Bald eagles are
as precious a native
desert resource as
the saguaro cactus.

tive desert resource as the saguaro
cactus, and much better protected.

For the most part, the nesting sites
are in fairly remote areas along the Salt
and Verde river drainage systems.
Eakle accompanied the bird -banders
from the Forest Service when they did
their research. The recordings had to
be done quickly; biologists were only
allowed to be in the nesting area for 30
minutes.

When humans, or other animals,
approach an eagle's nest containing
young birds, the parent eagles leave the
nest, circle high overhead, and make a

territorial defense call. For three years
Eakle recorded both female and male
eagles crying.

The sound recordings were then
turned into pictures that graphically
show the duration and frequency of
each note in the eagles' calls.

Eakle wanted to know if he could
tell the calls apart and if the calls re-
main consistent. He checked consis-
tency from the beginning to the end of
the breeding season and from one year
to the next.

In 1985, Eakle recorded the calls of
16 birds, once at the beginning and
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again at the end of the breeding sea-
son. He tracked the calls of five specific
birds all three years of his project, as
well as running tests on two eagles in
the zoo in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Even though a bald eagle can
weigh 10 pounds and has a wingspan of
6 to 7 feet, telling them apart isn't easy,
especially when they're silhouetted
against the sky. So, how did Eakle know
which ones he was recording?

Volunteers helped by watching the
nests from hidden observation points.
They could check temporary identify-
ing marks, such as a missing feather,

and could tell male from female birds
(not easy to do, Mannan says).

Unfortunately, the story of the ea-
gle sonagrams has a disappointing
ending. As it turned out, the method
doesn't always work too well, Mannan
admits.

Within a given year, biologists can
tell 83 percent to 100 percent of eagles
apart through voice prints.

But, the call each bird makes
varies from season to season, and from
year to year. The sonagrams taken over
a longer period of time are only correct
75 percent to 80 percent of the time -

not good enough for Arizona's small
bald eagle population, Mannan says.

The results haven't dampened
Eakle's interest in the majestic birds,
however. Now that his UA research
project has ended, he works for Dames
and Moore in Phoenix. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of
Land Management have contracted
with the firm to assess the impacts of
developments on eagles. fl

(left) Using a directional microphone, UA researcher
Wade Eakle field records eagle cries and later converts
the recordings into identifying voice prints, or sona-
grams (above).
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UA entomology museum curator Carl Olson takes his crawling exhibits to schools where the kids learn to appreciate the insect world.
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"The newspapers and the television people
have done very poorly at telling the truth about
insects. I try to reduce the bad press through

education."

CARL OLSON'S
TRAVELING

INSECT SHOW

Carl Olson surrounds himself with
a part of nature that many people

view with disgust - insects.
In his office, scorpions, tarantulas

and glowworms move about in two
stacks of terrariums that resemble a
bug high -rise on a desk top.

More than just specimens for
study, to Olson insects are the keys to
better understanding the world he lives
in.

"People have this Bambi attitude
about vertebrates," says Olson, curator
of the entomology museum at the UA
College of Agriculture.

"We have to save all the deer and
all this other stuff," he says. "I get tired
of that when they have no regard for
this other life that really influences how
we live more than they ever could
conceive."

As a taxonomist, he identifies and
classifies the thousands of insect speci-
mens, which are captured and brought
to the museum each year.

When he talks about insects, his
voice booms as if spoken through a
megaphone. With the energy and ex-
citement of a public- relations man and
the determination of a trial lawyer
pleading a case, he explains the need
for perceptions of insects to change
through education.

By Mike Shannon

"There are so many bad stories
and myths about insects," Olson says.
"The newspapers and the television
people have done very poorly at telling
the truth about insects. I try to reduce
the bad press through education."

Olson began collecting insects
with his brother when he was about 5
years old, but says his high- school biol-
ogy teacher had the most influence on
him.

"He (the teacher) spent six weeks
on insects and that's unheard of,"
Olson says, adding that most educators
do not teach enough about insects.

"They never teach anything ex-
cept a very superfluous look at the in-

sect world when they're teaching about
animals," he says. "It's the biggest
group of animals in the animal king-
dom, yet it receives the least treat-
ment."

To foster a better understanding of
man's relationship to the insects, Olson
visits area schools and branches of the
public library with his crawling exhibit.

He says these visits not only ex-
pose the children to the world of in-
sects but also help them develop a
better understanding of different kinds
of life.

"When the kids see how neat and
unique all of these creatures are as
animals; maybe then they can learn to
show a little more respect for life in
general," he says.

And it works.
"What do you do when you see a

bug ?" Olson asks 40 preschoolers at
Second Street School in Tucson.

"Yuk!"
"Ugh!"
"Step on it!"
The the 2- through 5- year -olds yell

their answers at the beginning of
Olson's presentation.

Then he tells the tale of the cater-
pillar, whose life contained the hidden
beauty of the butterfly.

Olson holds up a large, mounted,
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TRAVELING
INSECT
SHOW

"Even the caterpillar,
which looks like a
worm to you, has
something special in-
side," he says. "If you
step on it, you destroy
beauty that you
haven't yet seen."

metallic -blue butterfly. The children
stare at it, their eyes wide with interest.

"Even the caterpillar, which looks
like a worm to you, has something spe-
cial inside," he says. "If you step on it,
you destroy beauty that you haven't yet
seen."

All insects are special, even if they
don't become butterflies, he tells the
children.

Olson tells them about stinging
and biting insects, explaining that all
insects just want to live and be left
alone.

He provides details on insect be-
havior, habitat and warns against
handling some of them.

Finally, each willing preschooler
has the opportunity to touch a live tar-
antula, vinegarroon and even a scor-

LYNN KETCHUM MIKE SHANNON

pion, which Olson holds in a special
grasp.

"What do you do when you see a
bug ?" Olson asks, repeating his first
question.

"Look at it!"
"Leave it alone!"
"Let it live!"
The 40 children yell.
Although their final answers indi-

cated some change in the children's
ideas about insects, Olson says par-
ental conditioning is hard to overcome.

Olson's wife, Paula, 36, a sixth -
grade teacher at Craycroft Elementary
School in Tucson, agrees.

"After one of Carl's talks, a girl in
my class became so excited she began
collecting insects," she says. "The
mother was very upset about this and

came to me and asked what was she to
do with this feminine little girl and all
these little bugs.

"As it turned out, the mother was
afraid of bugs. I explained to her it was
an educational experience for her
daughter and the bugs would not infest
her house. Then things calmed down."

Olson says people fear insects be-
cause of a lack of knowledge. That lack
of understanding then reinforces the
misconceptions people have about in-
sects and damage they cause.

"People believe that one or two
insects on a plant are going to kill it," he
says. "It doesn't work that way."

A healthy plant, much like a
healthy person, has a built -in defense
mechanism, Olson explains. The
plant's defenses will prevent insects
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Olson tells the story of the butterfly to a fascinated group of pre -schoolers at Tucson's Second Street school.

from overfeeding on them.
"You have to start out from the

basic premise of education," he says.
"Tell the people what really is going on
and what a bad infestation may be."

From kids in the classroom to
farmers in the field, Olson offers his
expertise to fill a need or solve a
problem.

Working with the agricultural com-
munity, Olson and other entomologists
from the College have established eco-
nomic thresholds for insect infesta-
tions for most of the state's crops.

These thresholds indicate how
many insects a particular crop can tol-
erate before causing the farmer mone-
tary damage.

"I have to do the same thing for
urban households," Olson says. "Most

Winter 1987

people don't like to be told that one bug
is no big deal. But you have to try and
educate them. If it's not doing you any
harm, then it's better to let it live than to
put poison around because that poison
is going to influence you more than the
insect will."

The best way to control insect pop-
ulations is by employing a concept
called integrated pest management.
He says this plan brings together all
available types of control mechanisms
and equipment including:

- Cultural control: Keep the house
clean.

- Habitat management: Elimi-
nate living and breeding areas for in-
sects.

- Introduction of other life forms:
Keep spiders or introduce other preda-

MIKE SHANNON

tory or parasitic insects to control an
insect population.

- The use of chemicals when
necessary.

"One method of control doesn't
work," Olson says. "We have to get
away from the idea that there is one
savior in these matters. There's not one
cure -all. We have to look at the big
picture. It's holistic I suppose. It's one of
those hippie terms. But it's true.

"Trying to show what the natural
world really does involve, how plants
and insects interact with one another,
but don't normally interact badly with
each other, that's sort of my ball game;
it's always trying to teach what the real,
natural world is all about."
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(above) Arizona's many cloud free days make for clear satellite pictures of northern Arizona's snow country.
(right) Chief snow researcher Dr. Peter Ffolliott, at the computer, and hydrologist Dr. D. Phillip

Guertin have taken field research and incorporated it into a computerized teaching tool.

Harvesting Snow

In Water Shy Arizona
Snow is a critical part of the water picture in
Arizona. Up to 70 percent of the water in the

state's reservoirs comes from the snowfall.

By Lorraine B. Kingdon
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It's 4 a.m. on a cold winter morning in
the mountains. Snow glistens under

the moonlight as Dr. Peter Ffolliott and
his students climb into snowmobiles
and, later, put on snowshoes.

It's two in the afternoon before
they wearily stop taking measure-
ments of snow depth and weight in the
White Mountains, the Coconino Na-
tional Forest or along the Mogollon
Rim.

For 15 years, measuring snow
every winterwas part of Efolliott's life at
the University of Arizona. The water-
shed management professor led 60
graduate students in what was one of
the largest snow research projects in
the United States.

A serious study of snow from Tuc-
son, Arizona, may seem as unlikely as
mountain climbing in Kansas. Yet,
snow is a critical part of the water pic-
ture in Arizona, Ffolliott says. Up to 70
percent of the water in the state's reser-
voirs comes from the snowfall.

"If snowmelt water yields were in-
creased by 10 percent, an additional
150,000 to 350,000 acre -feet of water
might be realized annually to help
meet the growing needs of down-
stream users," Ffolliott believes.

Before central and southern Ari-
zona could benefit from the extra wa-
ter, Ffolliott and the graduate students
had to study the physical properties of
the snowpack firsthand. They worked
in cooperation with the U.S Forest Ser-
vice learning how the forest could be
managed to increase water run off
from snow.

Eighty percent of their work was
done in the Salt and Verde River Basins,
in cooperation with the Salt River
project.

Although snow measurements
had been taken in other parts of the
world, Arizona's snow was -and is-
different. The snowpacks are intermit-
tent; the sunshine is more constant;
snow depth is more variable; and
snowfall that lands on trees is not nec-
essarily lost to the run off as it is in most
other states, Ffolliott explains.

The tools for their field measure-
ments were simple: a series of 30 -inch-
long tubes that could be coupled to-
gether to measure snow depth and a
scale to measure snow weight (which
determines the amount of water in the

Winter 1987

snow). And, snowshoes for everybody.
Snowshoes were a necessity.

Snowfall in Flagstaff averages between
100 and 200 inches in a season, usually
from November until April. Of course,
Ffolliott still remembers 1973 when
300 inches fell.

At least one student took some
convincing about the need to wear
snowshoes, Ffolliott remembers. A
young man from the Philippines had
never seen snow, and he thought
snowshoes clumsy and inconve-
nient -until he took two steps away
from the snowmobile and fell, head
over heels, into snow deeper than he
was tall.

His plight, along with a picture
taken before he was quickly rescued,
made headlines in newspapers across
the Philippines, Ffolliott tells. Needless
to say, the student became an instant
convert to the use of snowshoes.

Snowshoeing takes a lot of energy;
by the end of the winter, Ffolliott says
the snow research team were in as
good a condition as the UA football
team.

"I spent some of the best times of
my life on showshoes," he remembers.

Of course, he also remembers
those weekends when it snowed; snow
can't be measured while it's still falling.
"We'd leave Tucson on a Friday after-
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25 Years of
Snow Research

"Back in 1961 we de-
veloped a chart of

what should be done
to predict snow melt;

25 years later, I can
say, `we did it. "'

PHOTOS BY PETER FFOLLIOTT

Tools of the snow researcher's trade. Connecting tubes (up-
per left) are used to check snow depth, a movie camera

(above) records temperature and the rate of snowmelt, a
scale (right) is used to measure snow weight, in turn the

amount of water in the snow. (far right) A permanent
monitoring station measures actual runoff from melting

snow.
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noon, stay at a motel overnight and
sometimes we'd end up spending Sat-
urday watching basketball games on
the TV," he reminisces.

For safety, they traveled in teams
of two between transects, areas
marked off for taking measurements
earlier in the fall before snow started.

The transects could look entirely
different after it started snowing,
Ffolliott says. Only one student actually
got lost when he wandered over a ridge
into an unfamiliar watershed and didn't
"find himself" until he bumped into a
hunter's shack about 10 that evening.
"Usually, we might not have known
exactly where we were, but the snow
mobile was lost, we weren't," Ffolliott
laughs.

What good did all their measure-
ments do?

They determined that snow be-

The watershed man-
agement professor led
60 graduate students
in what was one of the
largest snow research
projects in the United
States.

comes denser as it changes from a
fluffy pack to an icepack as it "ripens"
just before melting. They calculated
what conditions affected ripening.
They found what factors influence the
timing of snowmelts.

"In most situations, higher snow -
pack densities occurred under sparsely
stocked forest stands, suggesting using
forest management to ripen snow -
packs," Ffolliott reports. He measured
the snowpack along power line right -
of -ways to check the theories that
developed.

He theorized that foresters might
be able to increase the water yield from
the snowpack by making sure the
snow accumulated, without melting,
until spring.

Research shows that either thin-
ning the trees or clearing the forest in
various opening patterns can work.
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25 Years of
Snow Research

The UA is still doing
snow research, but it
has moved from the
snow field to the com-
puter laboratory.

Clear -cutting, or removing all the trees
in a stand of timber at once, is not as
beneficial.

Ffolliott admits that foresters won't
be cutting or thinning trees solely to
affect the snow runoff. "But, we're now
able to say what effect timber cutting
will have; we can prescribe timber
management," he says.

UA snow research has involved
more than getting out in the snow with
tubes, scales and snowshoes, enjoy-
able as Ffolliott and his crew found the
exercise. Satellites were used, and now
computers play a leading role in the
research.

Back in the early '70s, the UA co-
operated with NASA to determine the
feasibility of using satellite imagery in
snow hydrology research. Ffolliott
found that Arizona's snow country is
uniquely suited to getting snowpack
information from the satellite.

It's as simple as this: the sun shines
more often. There's a greater number
of cloud -free days. What looks like
snow in the satellite photos is actually
snow. Ffolliott explains that it's hard to
tell clouds from snow in a photo taken
from a satellite 100 miles up in the sky.

Using satellite imagery and his
ground level measurements, Ffolliott
found a close correlation between the
extent of the snow cover, the water
content and subsequent run off into
the watershed.

The UA is still doing snow re-
search, but it has moved from the snow
field to the computer laboratory. He
and Dr. William Rasmussen, UA direc-
tor of the Western Computer Consor-
tium, have designed computer
simulation models that predict daily
snowmelt for forest and watershed
managers.

UA- designed programs for the
computer do more, however. Ffolliott
and other snow hydrologists can use
the computer programs to predict the
effects of managing the forest in alter-
native ways. They can evaluate how
much water would be released to the
watershed before a specific manage-
ment technique is tried.

"The computer helps provide a
basis for making decisions," Ffolliott
says. The work continues. "We're

NASA PHOTO

adding new computer subroutines to
better predict the results from a wider
variety of alternative."

The framework of the UA simula-
tion models are being modified for use
almost around the world, wherever in-
formation about multiple -use forest
planning has become important.
Ffolliott and UA hydrologist Dr. D. Philip
Guertin have gone one step further.

Approximately 150 students have
used the computer snowmelt model in
a course, "Simulation of Renewable

to their
ideas about forest management - to
see what happens as a result.

"You don't have to be a computer
whiz to use the snowmelt model,"
Ffolliott comments. He and Guertin
plan to take computer terminals to
public land use meetings so people
could answer their own questions
about, "What would happen if... ?"

Ffolliott believes, "Importantly, it
seems possible that forest manage-
ment activities can be designed to in-
crease the amount of recoverable
water from snowpacks, and at the
same time, furnish the timber, forage,
wildlife and amenity values required
by the people of Arizona."

When he looks back at the 25
years of snow research he has con-
ducted, Ffolliott is pleased. "Back in
1961 we developed a chart of what
should be done to predict snow melt;
25 years later, I can say, `we did it. "'

Snow research has moved to the
computer laboratory, but Ffolliott still
makes a point of doing a few studies
out in the snow. " ...Because, it's fun."
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Renewable natural resources students study forest management with the help of a computer snowmelt model designed by Ffolliott

and Dr. William Rasmussen.
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Keeping Up With the Winter
Vegetable Market

By Lorraine B. Kingdon
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Take a close look at the vegetables
growing in Yuma County this year.

Notice any differences?
Forward -looking Yuma vegetable

growers have made a fast change in
response to a new market that opened
up a couple of years ago.

So, you'll see more acres of leaf
lettuce -green and red -Romaine,
Boston lettuce, Bok Choy, escarole and
Napa (Chinese cabbage). Tucked here
and there among larger fields of lettuce

Winter 1987
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are small plantings of daikon radishes,
radicio, rapini and purple and green
kohlrabi.

Grower Bob Meiser sums up the
reason for growing the new crops in
three words, "Demand is up." He be-
lieves buyers realized that Yuma
County growers could supply top -
quality vegetables for the winter
market.

The response was fast. Within a
year after the market developed, ap-

proximately one -third of the county's
commercial vegetable growers added
new crops.

Marvin Butler points to another
reason for the large increase in acreage
of ``minor" vegetable crops. The UA
Yuma County agricultural agent says
buyers now want mixed loads. Super-
market managers prefer to purchase
one or two cartons of radishes, for ex-
ample, along with a larger amount of
head lettuce.
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Growers
Respond
to Winter
Market
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Head or iceberg lettuce is still the
largest vegetable crop in the area,
Butler says. In 1986, 21,300 acres were
planted by October 15, an increase of
20 percent from the previous year.

Broccoli is now planted on 1,500
acres, a 117 percent increase, while
4,500 acres of cauliflower represents a
25 percent increase.

Comparing the acres of minor veg-
etables planted by October 15 to plant-
ings of a year earlier, 550 acres of leaf
lettuce represents an 85 percent in-
crease. Romaine acreage is up 64 per-
cent to 350 acres and Boston lettuce
now is planted on 120 acres, an in-
crease of 83 percent.

Acreages of Bok Choy, escarole
and Napa also have gone up dramat-
ically although the size of the plantings
in each case is below 100 acres. And for
the first time in the Yuma area, growers
are raising such exotics as daikon
radishes, radicio, rapini and kohlrabi.

Growers have other problems to
contend with in addition to the market,
says Butler. It's more difficult to grow
and harvest small acreages of several
crops rather than an entire field of one
vegetable.

Most minor crops lack registered
herbicides to control weeds; the vege-
tables must be weeded entirely by
hand or by mechanical means. Regis-
tered pesticides for insect control are
few, yet minor vegetables suffer from
most of the same pests as head lettuce.

Predicting the vegetable market
always has been a risky business; even
the most expert crystal ball can fail
three years out of five, sometimes even
oftener, says Dr. Norman Oebker, UA
Extension vegetables specialist. Per-
haps that's how growers learn to jump
quickly when a new market trend
seems to show up.

There's always a danger of too

(left) In many cases, plantings of minor
vegetables in Yuma County soared in
1986.

Winter 1987

many growers jumping on the same
bandwagon at the same time. Meiser
believes that already may have hap-
pened to the boom in minor vegetables
over the past three or four years. He
thinks next year's Napa acreage may
go down, for example, because the
supply has outstripped demand.

The market price to the grower
can change from one day to the next. In
mid January, for example, cool, windy
weather hit Yuma and the price of
Napa went up because less was being
picked. As Meiser explained it, "The
demand was steady, but the supply
went down."

Vegetables picked today in Yuma
could be on supermarket produce
counters in Phoenix tomorrow, or they
could be in New York City three days
later. Yuma produce does go all the way
to the East Coast, Meiser says.

The vegetables are all hand -har-
vested, Butler says. Often custom har-
vest crews specialize in one of two
particular vegetables, such as Napa
and Bok Choy. Watch them; it's ob-
vious, they know their job.

Cutters with long, sharp knives
walk the rows, cutting each head just
above the ground, quickly removing
yellowed base -leaves and putting the
heads upside down in a row.

They're followed closely by men
who pack the Napa into boxes, 12
heads to a box. Others bring boxes
from the trailer -truck, shake them
open and put them into just the right
position to be filled.

Finally, the boxes are stapled shut
and loaded onto a truck and taken to a
brief cold storage before being shipped
to supermarkets all over the country.
As many as 300 trucks per day leave
Yuma during the winter vegetable har-
vest, perhaps...taking Boston lettuce to
Boston.

PHOTOS BY LYNN KETCHUM
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"Our goal is to raise, socialize, love and protect
these puppies, while they are in training to be

guide dogs for the blind."

Special Dogs...
Special Trainers

Story and Photos by Mike Shannon

Fourteen-year-old Kari Erickson
cried for days.
She was going to Flagstaff to give

away Lija, a 21- month -old female
golden retriever that she had raised
from a puppy.

"We all cried," Kari's mother,
Michalyn, said.

Kari's 12- year -old brother, Jack,
stayed home.

"Jack had already said goodbye to
Lija and we had left the house,"
Michalyn said. "I forgot something and
went back inside, he was lying on the
couch just sobbing."

Jack knew his sister would be giv-
ing Lija's leash to a man who would take
the dog to its new home.

That was three years and three
dogs ago.

For the Erickson family of Tucson,
the process of raising puppies and giv-
ing them away has become a family
affair. And although giving away a dog
isn't easy, they say the rewards are
worth it.

Kari was -and Jack is -a member
of the Pathfinder Puppies 4 -H Club, a
group of 25 Pima County residents
who train guide -dog puppies.

"Our goal is to raise, socialize, love
and protect these puppies, while they
are in training to be guide dogs for the
blind," says Michalyn, the club's leader.

The excitement in her voice rises
noticeably as she speaks of the pro-

gram. "It's my favorite subject," she
admits.

"We have 13 puppies currently in
training," she said.

The puppies become part of the
4 -H member's family for between 12
and 18 months. Club members provide
basic obedience training such as
housebreaking, and introduce the dog
to as many new situations as possible
before returning it to the Guide Dogs
for the Blind Inc. breeding and training
farm in San Rafael, California.

"We want to return to them a dog
who has been exposed to any environ-
mental situation possible- stores, res-
taurants, even planes and buses,"
Michalyn says.

Once the dogs are back on the
farm, they begin six months of exten-
sive harness training. During this
period, the dogs will either graduate
and become guide dogs or "wash out
of the program," Michalyn says. About
half of the puppies that start the pro-
gram graduate, she says.
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Jack Erickson and his golden retriever Wendell take a break from guide dog training.
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Special
Dogs...
Special
Trainers

Eleven of the puppies raised by
members of the Pathfinder club have
graduated and now are serving as
guides to blind people.

Kari, a senior at Rincon High
School in Tucson, says she decided to
raise a guide -dog pup because "it was
something that was going to help
someone else and it was a new
experience."

But, she says she didn't know how
tough it would be to give Lija away.

"It never hit me that I'd really have
to give the dog back until it happened,"
Kari says. "I started spending a lot
more time with her. There were a lot of
times in my room that I just sat and
cried. It hurts and it's really sad."

In March 1983
Michalyn helped form
Pathfinder Puppies
4 -H Club to provide
leadership and sup-
port to members who
raise puppies.

But, Kari says it's not all pain and
sorrow. She says raising a guide -dog
puppy provides a sense of accomplish-
ment, recognition and satisfaction.

Kari first trained Lija in the funda-
mentals so the dog could pass harness
training. She was invited to attend Lija's
graduation and present the dog to her
new owner. Also, she had done some-
thing positive for someone else.

These are the benefits that have
led the Ericksons from Lija to Jackson,
from Jackson to Wendell and now to
Kearny.

Jackson, a male golden retriever,
was raised by Kari and Jack. Wendell,
also a male golden retriever, was raised
by Jack. Jack and Michalyn are now
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raising Kearny, a female German
shepherd.

Raising and training dogs runs in
the Erickson family. Michalyn teaches
an obedience -training class for pup-
pies at Old Pueblo Dog Training Club
Inc. She served as training director for
Handi -Dogs Inc. from 1977 to 1980.

In fall 1983 Michalyn quit her job as
a health clerk with the Tucson Unified
School District to devote more time to
the guide -dog program.

"I have an interest in dogs that
help people," Michalyn says. "When
Kari got into the dog project in 4 -H, we
heard about the puppy- raising project.
"We applied (to receive a pup for train-
ing) in August 1982 and received Lija six
months later. It's a rewarding and fulfill-
ing project. And we've grown more ex-
cited about it the longer we've been in
it.

In March 1983 Michalyn helped
form Pathfinder Puppies 4 -H Club to
provide leadership and support to
members who raise puppies.

"When they're (club members)
facing their dog going back, they need
to know somebody else understands
exactly how they feel," Michalyn says.
"And when they're anticipating the
puppy's coming, it's fun to anticipate
together.

"Also, it gives us a sense of iden-
tity; we can say, `We are Pathfinder
Puppies 4 -H Club; we are raising guide -
dog puppies."

Not just any puppy can become a
guide dog. Guide Dogs for the Blind
maintains a select breeding stock of
Labrador retrievers, golden retrievers
and German shepherds, all registered

Guide dog training is not confined to
the sidewalk. Guide dog candidates
also learn to negotiate bus steps and
aisles.

by the American Kennel Club.
Guide Dogs for the Blind Inc., a

non -profit organization that began in
1942, provides guide dogs and a four -
week, in- residence training program
free of charge to any qualified blind
person.

Dogs with a special temperament,
intelligence and size have been de-
veloped by the school following more
than 30 years of breeding and re-
search.

When the puppies are three
months old, they leave the school's
kennels to begin their initial training in
the homes of 4 -H members. Members
like Jack Erickson whose pride in his
club is evidenced by the green T-shirt
he wears. The shirt boldly states in
white letters, "happiness is raising a
guide dog puppy."

On January 11 Jack and Michalyn
received their new puppy, Kearny. But
on the same day Jack had to give Wen-
dell back. Something he says wasn't
easy.

"I was sad that day, but after giving
up two dogs already, I kind of knew
what to expect," Jack says. "It's not that
it was much easier, I was just better
prepared. I knew what was going to
happen and I brought my Kleenex this
time." CI
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NOW AVAILABLE
FROM AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS

Juicy Fruits
Growing citrus trees can be a cinch
with the right tools and a copy ofjuicy
Fruits. In this new videotape, UA
garden expert Terry Mikel explains
how to cultivate delicious citrus fruits in
your own back yard.
Run time: 19 minutes
VHS or BETA $19.95

Venomous Animals of Arizona
Venomous Animals of Arizona, by Dr. Robert Smith, is a complete guide to
the fascinating and often dangerous creatures that inhabit our state. Beau-
tifully illustrated, the 134 -page book helps the reader to understand and
appreciate, rather than fear, Arizona's venomous animals. A handy reference
for desert dwellers, Venomous Animals of Arizona makes a great gift. $6.50

L

Name:

Address:

City

Total Horse Care
You and your horse will both enjoy
Total Horse Care. UA veterinarian Dr.
Kathleen Henry takes you step by step
through nutrition, grooming, shoeing,
exercise and veterinary care. Keep
your horse happy and healthy with the
Total Horse Care videotape.
Run time: 28 minutes
VHS or BETA $19.95

The Arizona Chaparral
A culmination of 30 years research, The Arizona Chaparral details the
growth, development and nutritive value of these important forage producing
shrubs. This 90 -page book, by Dr. Floyd Pond and Dr. Ervin Schmutz, serves as
a valuable reference to this group of evergreen shrubs. $5.00

Order Now!

State: Zip:

Make check payable to University of Arizona - Cooperative Extension Service.
All orders must be prepaid. Price includes postage and handling.

Venomous Animals of Arizona
Juicy Fruits VHS BETA

Total Horse Care VHS BETA

The Arizona Chaparral

Total amount enclosed

Send to:
Agricultural Communications
College of Agriculture
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
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